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ABSTRACT
Epsilon-near-zero metamaterial samples, composed of five alternating bi-layers of silica and silver, are fabricated
using the electron-beam evaporator. Nonlinear properties of samples are measured using a pulsed Ti:sapphire
laser by the z-scan technique. It is observed that the real part of the nonlinear Kerr index is one order of
magnitude higher than the values expected from a naive averaging of the corresponding coefficients of metal
and dielectric layers (the correct averaging should be performed with respect to the nonlinear susceptibility), so
that its value is actually of the same order of magnitude as that of a single silver layer. At the same time, the
transmission of our samples is remarkably higher than that of a single silver layer of the same thickness. These
characteristics have a great impact on the amount of optical energy which can be pumped into the structure,
thus allowing its nonlinear properties to be accumulated over long propagation distance along the sample. This
property is very promising for applications, which are based on the modulation of phase, amplitude or frequency
of light, especially those which require low-power operations, such as all-optical switching and memory elements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metamaterials are arrangements of artificially structured elements with dimensions
much smaller than the wavelength of light, with a vanishing real part of the homogenised dielectric permittivity,
for a given wavelength. Such structures can have a variety of applications, including tunnelling of electromagnetic
energy through subwavelength channels,1 cloaking2 and subwavelength imaging.3 It has been also predicted that
ENZ metamaterial structures can be used to boost Kerr nonlinearities.4,5
In this work we fabricate and experimentally investigate ENZ metamaterials composed of metal-dielectric
multilayers. We observe ultrafast nonlinear response of our structures at the red edge of the visible spectrum.
The effective nonlinearity turns out to be one order of magnitude higher than that of the constituent materials of
the equivalent thickness. At the same time the observed absorption losses are about one order of magnitude lower
than absorptions of a silver layer of the same thickness as our sample. In this way we overcome the fundamental
limitations related to the relatively low nonlinear response of natural materials. This is an extremely desirable
property for many applications in fundamental studies ranging from ultrashort pulse generation and compression,
higher harmonic generation and quantum optics, to more practical applications, such as all-optical switching and
memory elements and other ultra-low power optical systems.
2. LINEAR PROPERTIES
We fabricated ENZ metamaterial samples composed of five alternating bilayers, as sketched in fig. 1: dielectric
(70 nm thick SiO2) layers with positive real part of the permittivity and metal (5 nm thick Ag) layers with the
negative real part of the permittivity, deposited on a 1 mm thick borosilicate glass substrate. We used the the
Edward auto 306 electron beam evaporator with a base pressure below 3 × 10−6 mbar. To grant uniformity of
the samples, the deposition rate was kept below 0.1 nm/s for metals and below 0.3 nm/s for silica. Smooth and
continuous layers of silver, below the standard percolation limit, were obtained by seeding each metal layer with
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Figure 1. Sketch of the fabricated ENZ metamaterials.
0.7 nm thick layer of germanium.7 The thicknesses of metal and dielectric layers has been optimised for the ENZ
condition at the wavelength of 880 nm. The development process was complemented by a combination of SEM,
STEM and AFM measurements of the samples. The samples showed a high degree of uniformity, well below
what measurable with the optical setup.
The linear properties of the ENZ metamaterial were measured by a standard setup composed of a collimated
beam from an Ocean Optics HL2000 Halogen Lamp and two spectrum analysers. Under normal incidence
illumination, the reflected and transmission signals for normal were collected and then used to retrieve the
effective complex permittivity (the real, εr, and imaginary, εi, parts) of the multilayer samples by means of a
standard least mean square fitting procedure. Those values were also compared with the theoretical values of
the transmission and reflection coefficients, calculated using the transfer matrix method6 and a good agreement
between them has been observed.
The results are shown in Fig. 2 in thick solid lines. The ENZ condition, εr = 0, is satisfied for the wave-
length λ = 880 nm. To check that the metamaterials exhibit indeed a homogenised response, we compared the
retrieved permittivity with the prediction of the effective theory. According to this approximation, for polariza-
tion direction transverse to the multilayer, the effective permittivity is given by εeff = (lmεm + ldεd)/(lm + ld),
where lm is the thickness of the metal layer, ld is the thickness of the dielectric layer and εm and εd are the
complex permittivities of the silver and silica respectively. These parameters were obtained by the explained
retrieval procedure, applied to single layers of SiO2 and Ge/Ag layers, specifically fabricated for the purpose.
This approach also solves the issue of having to account for the complex metallic permittivity from first principle.
In other words, our measurements use directly the actual metallic dispersion of the seeded silver layer, rather
than an approximation. The results leave no doubts about the validity of the method. The dashed lines of
Fig. 2 show the effective real and imaginary part of the homogenised permittivity. In particular the data show a
remarkable agreement of the two approaches until well below a wavelength of 800 nm. For shorter wavelengths
the homogenisation approximation describes less and less accurately the multilayer. This happens when the
constituent dielectric and metallic layers are roughly 10 times smaller and 150 smaller than the wavelength,
respectively.
3. NONLINEAR PROPERTIES
To determine the effective behaviour of nonlinearity it is useful to work with the complex nonlinear Kerr index,
n2 = [3/(4ε0c)]χ
(3)/(nr(nr + ini)), where 0 is the vacuum permittivity, c is the speed of light in vacuum and
nr,i are the real and imaginary part of the linear refractive index. The real and imaginary part of the Kerr index
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Figure 2. Measured real (εr, red dashed curve) and imaginary (εi, blue dashed curve) parts of the linear dielectric
permittivity of the sample. The solid curves show the effective permittivity obtained started from the measurements of
the single dielectric and metallic layers.





















n2i corresponds to the nonlinear absorption coefficient, β2 = 4pin2i/λ, and λ is the vacuum wavelength. It is
obvious that the parameters n2r and β2 depend, respectively, on sums and differences of the real and imaginary
part of the linear refractive index, n, and also on the nonlinear susceptibility term, χ(3). Therefore, the interplay
between the real and imaginary part of the linear/nonlinear coefficient can be used to enhance or tailor the
effective n2r and β2 coefficient. The fundamental role in determining the nonlinear behaviour close to the ENZ
wavelength is played by the linear refractive index coefficients. By assuming χ
(3)
r ∼ χ(3)i , which is verified in our
experiments, the wavelength dependence of n2r is basically determined by the dispersion of the linear refractive
indices, i.e. the term (nr+ni)/D. Similarly, the nonlinear absorption coefficient is determined by the (nr−ni)/D
term. The presence of an ENZ wavelength significantly modifies the behaviour of the metamaterial. Namely,
a peak is observed in the (nr + ni)/D term, thus indicating a clear enhancement of n2r, while the nonlinear
absorption shows a more complex behaviour and even changes the sign, being driven by the (nr − ni)/D term.
The transition from positive to negative nonlinear absorption passes through the zero nonlinear absorption at
the ENZ wavelength, so that nonlinear phase shifts can be attained with minimum or zero nonlinear losses. This
is a unique feature of the ENZ metamaterials, which underlines the crucial role played by the material linear
dispersion and its effects on the nonlinear response of the metamaterial.
Measurements of our ENZ metamaterial samples were performed using a standard Z-scan technique.9 The
laser source was a 100 fs, Ti:Sapphire source pumping a tunable wavelength optical parametric amplifier operating
at the wavelengths ranging from 700 to 950 nm. The measured nonlinear coefficients n2r and β2 are shown in
fig. 3 and fig. 4. The experimental data is represented by the circle points, each point has an error bar of
approximately ±10% of the measured values. The material clearly shows a large enhancement of the nonlinear
Kerr index close to the ENZ wavelength. However, differently from other nonlinearity enhancement mechanisms
based e.g. on plasmonic11 or microcavity resonances,10 this response has a very wide bandwidth and a relatively
weak dependence on wavelength. Moreover, what also important, the nonlinear absorption coefficient drops to
zero close to the ENZ wavelength and changes the sign for longer wavelengths.
The solid lines in fig. 3 and fig. 4 correspond to the theoretical predictions based on the effective medium
theory, where the nonlinear parameters of silver are used as free fitting parameters, with the optimal values
nAg2r = 2.4 10
−10 cm2/W and βAg2 = −2.4 10−5 cm/W, that agrees with the coefficients reported in the literature.12
The effective medium approach does qualitatively reproduce the experimental results and also captures the rather
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Figure 3. Experimental results (green circles) for the real part of the nonlinear Kerr index, around the ENZ wavelength
indicated with a vertical dashed line. The solid red lines show the theoretical predictions based on an effective-medium
theory.
Figure 4. Experimental results (green circles) for the imaginary part of the nonlinear Kerr index, around the ENZ
wavelength indicated with a vertical dashed line. The solid red lines show the theoretical predictions based on an
effective-medium theory.
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unexpected inversion of the sign of β2 close to the ENZ wavelength. This behaviour results from the non-trivial
dependence of the overall nonlinear Kerr index, n2, on both the real and imaginary part of the nonlinear
susceptiibility χ(3). The measured n2r is so large that for the laser pulse intensities used in our experiments, the
effective change of the nonlinear Kerr index, δn = n2rI, is of the same order of magnitude as real part of the
linear refractive index, nr. Taking into account also the fact that transmittivity of our sample with the total
thickness of 380 nm is relatively high, T ∼ 10%, this paves the way for various applications, such as optical
switching, nonlinear frequency conversion through self-phase or cross-phase modulation and extreme nonlinear
optics in thin films.4
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that ENZ metamaterials have interesting properties from the point of view of applications in
nonlinear optics, due to their ability to tailor and access novel nonlinear propagation regimes. The interplay
between the linear and nonlinear, real and imaginary parts of the polarisation of the medium makes it possible to
design metamaterials that exhibit nonlinearities with values similar to those of metals, while having substantially
reduced losses. The giant phase shift in the ENZ multilayer structures is not achievable in the constituent
materials alone. This leads to a novel and interesting behaviour, such as the observed change in the sign of β2,
which effectively eliminates nonlinear absorption close to the ENZ point. Moreover, the possibility to optically
control the refractive index of the metamaterial by the same order of magnitude as the value of refractive
index itself can be used to effectively tailor the impedance of the metamaterial and match it to that of the
surrounding medium, thus making possible new forms of efficient optical switches and providing new platforms
for non-perturbative nonlinear optics at low light intensities.
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